THE INVISIBLE ARMY
Oklahoma City USA Release -- Put it out among your contacts- We are looking for
anyone who was in Korea, served in a unit that had no insignia's on their uniforms,
carried no ID cards nor did they wear dog tags. This unit may have been known as Ghost
Walkers or simply Hq. Hq. Seoul. Some are surely Koreans who served alongside
Americans.
These squads were quick response units brought in to stem the tide of NK's coming down
causing problems. They may have been stationed out of ASCOM City and sent to
various camps in the DMZ area or between the 38th and Seoul. They were the brain
child of the CIA and Army Intelligence. Imagine that.
Survivors cannot get VA entitlements (they call them "benefits" in error) because the CIA
is sitting on the records and refuses to acknowledge their existence. Amazing. We need
to find as many Invisible Troopers as possible ASAP to impress Congress that there are
others out here waiting for ENTITLEMENTS. We need intervention to force the VA into
granting entitlement not only to the Invisible Army, but to thousands of others. The VA
built a huge bureaucracy of civilians who count of politicians to come and go so they can
call entitlements "benefits" they can issue IF they decide to.
The heartache stories number into the hundreds of thousands that have been screwed over
and over by the VA and ignorant politicians who send trillions of dollars across the world
as "foreign aid" and to hell with Veterans, many of whom are homeless. This should not
be.
It is a hell of a situation when you go fight for our country, come home and have to fight
the United States Government for the promised lawful entitlements. The Invisible Army
is not the only guys who are being screwed.
You may contact THE RIGHT GUY about Invisible Veterans at 541-276-3532 in the
United States, if it has not already been nuked out by Islam fascists. We have reason to
believe this good man is filtering info to the right lawyers in Florida to battle the VA.
Send him the ammo needed. Good luck.

